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TWO FOLIATIONS IN THE PLANE

JOHN M. FRANKS1

Abstract. This note gives two examples of foliations of an open set in the

plane: a C°° foliation with every leaf dense and a C1 foliation with an

exceptional minimal set.

In this note we give examples of two foliations of an open set in the plane.

One is a C°° foliation with every leaf dense and the other is a C1 foliation

with an exceptional minimal set. The region foliated in both cases is an open

disk with three holes and the examples can be altered to give foliations on the

plane minus three points.

In [1] Hector gives an example of a codimension one foliation of R3 with

every leaf dense and another with exceptional minimal sets. No such ex-

amples can exist for R2 because such foliations would be orientable (i.e. the

integral curves of a vector field) and the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem pre-

cludes the possibility of any minimal set for an orientable foliation in the

plane except a single compact leaf. The examples constructed here are, of

course, not orientable and hence not in conflict with the Poincaré-Bendixson

theorem.

Added in proof. It has been brought to the author's attention that the first

of these examples was constructed some years ago by M. Dubois-Violette, but

apparently never published.

These examples were inspired by a study of a very interesting dif-

feomorphism which has an invariant partial foliation-an example given by

Plykin [3].

Theorem. There exists a C °° one dimensional foliation of an open region in

R2 with every leaf dense and a C ' foliation of the same region with an

exceptional minimal set.

Lemma. There exist diffeomorphisms g,, g2, g3 and g4 of the circle S ' to itself

such that:

(a) gf = id for i = 1, 2, 3, 4; and each g¡ is orientation reversing with exactly

two fixed points.

(b) kx = gx o g2 is a Coc diffeomorphism with every orbit dense.

(c) k2 = g3 ° g4 is a Cx Denjoy diffeomorphism (i.e. has a Cantor set as

minimal set).

Proof. Represent Sl by the set of unit complex numbers [ew] and define
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Ue») =gx(ei9) = e~ie, g2(ei9) = e~i(e+r) where r/2m is irrational;  then

e^+r'andg\ = g\ = id.

hetj: Sx -» S1 be defined by j(e'e) = e~'e. In order to define g3 and g4 it

suffices to find a Denjoy diffeomorphism k such that y ° k = &_l ° j because

then g3 = / and g^= j ° k satisfy the conclusion (g1 = j ° k ° j ° k =

j°k°k~x°j=j2 = id). We refer now to the construction of Denjoy diffeo-

morphisms given in [2, pp. 47^49]. The idea is to take an irrational rotation «:

Sx -^ Sx (h(e'e) = ei(e+r)), insert an interval at each point of an orbit of «

and define the diffeomorphism on this enlarged circle. We will do the same

except that it is necessary to insert two sequences of intervals.

Choose a point x G Sx such that the sets {«'(x)| - oo < /' < co} and

[h'(j(x))\ - oo < i < oo} are disjoint. Let x, = h'(x) and yi = j(x¡). Note

that since y ° « = h~xj,y¡ = h~'(j(x)), so the sets {x,} and {y¡} are disjoint.

Choose a sequence of intervals {In} as in [2] and another {F¡} such that the

length of /„ is equal to the length of /„'. As in [2] we replace x„ by /„ but then

also replace>>„ by F,' thus forming an enlarged circle S. We define/ S -* S by

j(z) = j(z) if z G U (In U /„') and in such a way that / maps /„ isometrically

onto /„'. Now as in [2] define /: /„ —> /

defined as follows:

*2(*) =

h(z)

m
j°f-] °j

r+1. The diffeomorphism k2 is then

ifzG  U(/,U /„'),

if z G /„,

if z G /'.

Hence j ° k2(z) = k2 x ° j(z) because j ° « = «   ' ° / and if z G F,, j ° k2(z)

= j o /(¿) - /• / • )W - *2"1 ° /(*)•    Q-E.D.
Proof of Theorem. We first construct a foliation with dense leaves. We

begin by foliating the two rectangles of Figure 1 by horizontal straight lines.

Then the interval DD' is attached to B'C using the diffeomorphism g, (see

Figure 2), i.e. in such a way that if a circle is formed from the interval BB ' by

identifying B and B' the diffeomorphism of this circle obtained by sliding

along the leaves of the rectangle BCD'D is exactly gx. The fixed points are C

and B = B'.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4

A similar figure using g2 is constructed and the two are attached (see

Figure 3) so that if a circle is formed from the interval xz by identifying the

interval xy with the interval wz, then the diffeomorphism of this circle

obtained by sliding along leaves toward the right (respectively, left) is g,

(respectively, g2). Finally (Figure 4), a foliated strip, is attached joining

interval xy to wz. If we now consider the diffeomorphism of this circle

induced by starting at a point of xy and following its leaf to the right and

continuing until the leaf has passed once around each loop (L, and L2) and

returned to xy, it is clear that this is simply g, ° g2 = kx. Thus we have a

foliation with dense leaves except four of its leaves are "branched" manifolds,

namely lines with loops on one end. The four loops form the boundary of the

region. If this boundary is deleted we obtain a foliation of an open set in the

plane which still has each leaf dense.

The foliation with an exceptional minimal set is obtained by exactly the

same construction using g3 and g4 in place of g, and g2.    Q.E.D.
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